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I. Introduction 
 Around 2000 years ago, or thereabouts, human beings walked beside a 
Mississippi River backwater in modern day Pierce County, WI. They ate, slept, and 
worked, employing the resources at hand in conjunction with knowledge and technology 
acquired and developed over the centuries prior. This is the truth, as simple and as plain 
as it comes.  Yet these are also cold, and non-specific facts; every human community, 
past present and future, merits an identical description. The depth and richness of a 
specific community’s way of life comes in to focus with the details.  
 For ethnographic research, one would travel to the community, connect with local 
informants, and strive to learn the details through direct interaction with community 
members. Sadly, this is impossible for ancient communities, whose descendants - if any 
exist - are no longer living the same lifestyle or in the same set of circumstances as their 
ancestors. An alternative approach has thus been developed, to learn the details of 
communities with no one left to speak for them. This approach is archaeology, and while 
its strategies and techniques are quite different from ethnographic study, the ultimate 
aims are almost identical; describe and interpret a community and its way of life. 
Prehistoric Wisconsin has been well studied, and many intricacies of life during  the past 
millennia have been revealed through archaeological excavations. It is far from a 
complete picture, however, and many questions remain in want of answers. As these 
answers are sought and found, that ultimate ideal of a fully detailed interpretation of a 
community comes closer to being realized.  
 Spot Dike J (47PI559) is a multi-component site, showing evidence for 
occupation from the Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, and late prehistoric traditions. It 
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was discovered during the fall of 2003, and winter of 2003/04, by the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) as they conducted a Phase I/II archaeological survey of a small piece 
of land near the town of Diamond Bluff, WI (Figure 1). This land is situated between 
290th Ave. and a major gravel source near Lock and Dam number 3 on the Mississippi 
river. A series of 26 shovel tests and two excavation units were placed in the area of a 
proposed access road leading to the lock and dam. During the subsurface testing more 
than 1,000 artifacts were recovered which demonstrate pre-historic site usage by the 
indigenous peoples of the Upper Mississippi River Valley. The initial designation of the 
 
 
Fig. 1 Map of Wisconsin, call-out showing the immediate vicinity of Spot Dike J. 
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site by the USACE archaeologist was of a “campsite/village”, with “definite” evidence 
for both middle and late woodland occupation [Perkl and Florin 2003]. The purpose of 
this paper is two-fold; first, to assess this designation based upon a thorough analysis of 
the artifact assemblage and spatial distribution. Second, this paper seeks to understand 
how Spot Dike J fits into the regional economy and structure, and how it might relate to 
sites with which it existed contemporaneously. 
 During the fall of 2011, my advisor Dr. Scott Legge and I began our 
communication with Brad Perkl and the USACE, to discuss the possibilities of using 
some portion of their office’s collection as the basis of this honors project. By the 
summer of 2012, Spot Dike J had been settled on as the site of study due to the size of the 
collection, which was manageable for a single researcher to catalog and study, as well as 
for the accessibility of the location. The materials were transferred to the Macalester 
College Anthropology Department and housed in the Macalester College anthropology 
lab for the duration of the project. The research process was underway by August 2012 
and continued into the spring 2013 semester, conducted by Laura Holt (myself), with the 
advice and guidance of Dr. Scott Legge, Dr. Holly Barcus, Ashley Nepp, and Jeffrey 
Thole of Macalester College, Dr. Ed Fleming of the Minnesota Science Museum, and Dr. 
Brad Perkl, Tim Guyah, and Vanessa Hamer of the St. Paul District, USACE. 
 Several methods were employed for analysis. Artifacts were catalogued by 
quantity, material, and level. GPS points were taken to enable GIS analysis of artifact 
distribution across the site. For a flake of obsidian, a scanning electron microscope was 
employed to determine the stone’s composition, and to attempt to trace its origins. 
Ultimately though, much of the research done for this project consisted of studying the 
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literature, both published and un-published, regarding the history of the region, and sites 
of a comparable nature. For this project comparable can be interpreted to mean sites of 
similar size, sites of reasonable proximity, and/or sites of similar age.  
 To fully develop this paper, an understanding of the history of archaeological 
study within the region is necessary. To that end, the second chapter is devoted to the 
history and changes in theoretical approach which have occurred in the Upper Mississippi 
River Valley. The third chapter will cover the history of human occupation within the 
region, particularly within the Red Wing area. With this background established, in 
chapter four I will go on to discuss the particular features of the Spot Dike J site. I will 
discuss the nature of the artifact assemblage which was recovered, and the spatial 
distribution of material across the site. In the five chapter, I will discuss the results of the 
analysis, and draw conclusions from the data. I will conclude with a summary of my 
findings, and recommendations for what further work ought to be conducted at Spot  
Dike J.  
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II. History and Theory 
 
History of Archaeological Research in the Upper Mississippi River Valley 
 For more than a century now, formal archaeological study and research has been 
taking place in the United States. Inevitably, standards and laws have been altered and 
improved over time, but the desire to study and acquire knowledge regarding the history 
of human occupation on this continent has been consistent. Some argue that the earliest 
American archaeologist was Thomas Jefferson, the founding father, who conducted 
perhaps the first systematic excavation of a burial mound [Birmingham and Eisenberg 
2000]. Unfortunately he was far ahead of his time in that regard, and it was not until at 
least the 1830’s that the material past in America began to be looked at with a mindset 
that was more oriented towards conservation than curio collecting. Until that point, 
antiquarians would dig up and collect haphazardly. 
 Almost worse than the excavation practices, however, were the wild explanations 
for the grand monuments discovered across the New World. For years, popular wisdom 
stated that the human-made mounds were created by a since-lost group or culture. Some 
held that the Meso-American civilizations, either the Toltecs or the Aztecs, were 
responsible, and had resided in the Mississippi Valley before traveling south [Thomas 
1894]. Other proposed groups included the ten lost tribes of Israel, the Norse, or the 
Hindus from India. The dominant narrative, in other words, was not based on any 
observed evidence or systematic study of the encountered culture. Instead, it was rooted 
in the colonial and Christian mindsets, for which it was inconceivable that the native 
American peoples were anything other than ‘savage’ [Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000]. 
8 
 The first man to both reject the idea of a non-native “lost race”, and accept the 
idea that the mounds found throughout the region were in fact created by the ancestors of 
the modern tribes, was Increase A. Lapham, who published a book on the matter 
[Lapham 1855]. Unfortunately he was still affected by the ideology of his time, and in 
order to accommodate the belief in the native ‘savage’, he proposed 
a nation or tribe of red men formerly occupied the country now known as 
Wisconsin, whose superstitions, ceremonies, and beliefs, required the 
erection of mounds of earth... and that these tribes may have emigrated, or 
been driven off by others having no veneration for their ancient 
monuments. These subsequent tribes may or may not be the same that 
until very recently occupied that country. [1855:89] 
Lapham did, however, acknowledge that there were mound building practices in 
action amongst the modern tribes, and hypothesized that the “practice appears to 
be a remnant of ancient customs that connects the mound-builders with the 
present tribes” [1855:89]. 
 Despite these observations, the prevailing colonial sentiments continued to largely 
trump sound scholarly reasoning until the 1880’s. During this decade, the Northwest 
Archaeological Survey was sponsored by Alfred J. Hill1, who sent Theodore Hayes 
Lewis to map thousands of mounds2 within the Upper Mississippi River Valley [Theler 
and Boszhardt 2003]. Also in the 1880’s, Cyrus Thomas conducted the first “substantial” 
archaeological excavations and surveys in the region [Theler and Boszhardt 2003] in 
                                                 
1
 Alfred J. Hill, although a Twin Cities resident and associated with the railroads, apparently has no 
connection to the famed mogul James J Hill [Dobbs 1999] [Theler and Boszhardt 2003] [Birmingham and 
Eisenberg 2000] 
2
 Publications on mounds, from this time period and written by Theodore Hayes Lewis, include: Snake and 
Snake Like Mounds in Minnesota 1887, The “Monumental Tortoise” mounds of “Dee -coo dah” 1886 
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association with the Smithsonian Institute, as well as the newly minted Bureau of 
American Ethnology. It was Thomas, who began his study as a believer in the ‘lost race’ 
theory, who eventually argued for the incontrovertible evidence that it was the ancestors 
of the now-living Native Americans who had created the structures. He drew from the 
oral traditions of the tribes, historical accounts of mound building, and the discovery of 
European-origin artifacts interred inside some mounds, to make his argument in his 
monumental-scale3 Report on the Mound Explorations of the Bureau of Ethnology, 
writing that he believed “the theory which attributes these works to the Indians...to be the 
correct one” [1894:610]. He also was among the first widely accepted voices to throw out 
the erroneous assumption that a single, cohesive group of people was responsible for the 
construction of the mounds found all across the United States. He made this point in no 
uncertain terms, declaring; 
[t]hat there are certain types in form a construction which prevail in 
certain sections [of the country] is true, but the claim that there is 
throughout a general similarity which stamps their authors as one people, 
unless this term is used as denoting one race, is wholly without foundation 
[1894:602] 
His ideas gained traction, and by the end of the century the ‘lost race’ theory was no 
longer widely accepted [Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000]. 
 By 1911, in a move headed by amateur archaeologists, the focus of the local 
collectors had shifted from collecting ‘cabinets of curiosities’ to recording sites. This was 
the year that the very first Wisconsin State Archaeological Survey was conducted. In 
                                                 
3
 Please pardon the pun, but at more than 722 pages of Cyrus’ own writing in the 1985 reprinted edition, to 
call it anything other than monumental would be inaccurate. 
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1917 Samuel A. Barrett (student of none other than A. L. Kroeber) was sponsored by the 
Milwaukee Public Museum to create a program of planned archaeological research. Once 
again, the decisive focus was on the survey and excavation of mounds [Kehoe 1986]. In 
fact, for the next four decades the dominating focus of prehistoric archaeology was to be 
mounds. These features were what brought the funding, as they fascinated and intrigued 
the public. However, during the first half of the 20th century, conflict was building in 
regards to how to approach archaeology. Until the 1930s the unquestioned motivation for 
conducting archaeological research was always academic inquiry and investigation. 
However, with the Great Depression and the creation of New Deal programs such as the 
Works Progress Administration, archaeology came to be treated as a job creator. Funding 
was substantially increased by the government to employ large numbers of unskilled 
laborers, and while great amounts of archaeology were completed in the 1930’s and into 
the 1940’s, much of it was done as “excavation for the sake of excavation, and not for 
solution of research problems” [Neumann, Sanford, and Harry 2010]. 
 Due to the type of archaeology encouraged and funded by the US government, the 
1930’s and 40’s marked the start of major changes in how the discipline was viewed in 
the United States. The former focus on research shifted to the present focus on excavation 
in the stead of destructive forces, such as road and structure construction, flooding for 
dams, and the laying of pipes and cable. Both the Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960, and the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, introduced legislation mandating planning 
for archaeological survey, and providing for either full excavation or in situ preservation 
in the event of archaeological materials or sites being identified. The government now 
employs archaeologists in a range of offices, including the National Forestry Service, the 
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US Army Corps of Engineers, and the State Historic Preservation Offices. This iteration 
of archaeological work is often referred to as Cultural Resource Management (CRM). 
 A broader variety of site types are now identified and studied, since where to look 
is now more often dictated by modern forces as opposed to a researcher’s investigation. 
Burial mounds have, in fact, taken a back seat to a broad variety of smaller sites, such as 
campsites, village sites, and even locations simply bearing an artifact scatter of 
indeterminate functional use. Through this shift in focus, knowledge has grown 
tremendously regarding the means of subsistence for prehistoric peoples in the region. 
Daily habits and activities are revealed through the artifacts uncovered at campsites and 
villages, providing a fuller understanding of what life entailed for the individual and the 
community. Spot Dike J is very much one of these smaller sites, discovered in the course 
of salvage archaeology conducted by the St. Paul District, US Army Corps of Engineers. 
There was a complete absence of artifacts or archaeological features on the surface, but 
with the encroaching road construction, shovel tests were dug, and the substantial 
precontact site was revealed. Thus, the discovery of Spot Dike J and the subsequent 
inquiries made into its nature and origins, all stem from a salvage archaeology approach. 
In this situation, it should also be noted that salvage archaeology has led to a degree of 
protection for the site; while the road construction was continued on the desired route, 
which passed through the site, mats were laid down and capped with several meters of 
sand, effectively sealing the site from the mal-effects of the road’s use, and leaving it 
preserved for future research efforts. 
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III. Archaeology of the Red Wing Locality 
Background 
 The upper midwest has a complex archaeological past. From the Paleoindians to 
the historical tribes, millennia have passed, and many cultures have left behind remnants 
of themselves to be discovered and studied. The discipline of carrying out such study has 
changed much over the past century, and those working today owe much to the efforts of 
those working in the past. The standards and traditions applied by current archaeologists 
are the product of many decades of work. One cannot move forward, without a basic 
understanding of both the ancient history of the region (summarized in Table 1 and 
explored in the coming section), and recent history of archaeology within the region. 
 
 
Table 1: Timeline of archaeological traditions identified in Wisconsin’s prehistory  
 
Tradition Time-Span 
(Approximate) 
Lithic Characteristics Ceramic 
Characteristics 
Notes 
Paleo-
Indian 
>12,300 - 5000 
BCE 
The Paleo-Indian tradition is 
largely defined by its projectile 
points, which are lanceolate 
shaped, with distinctive ‘fluting’ 
on one or both sides.  Fluting 
refers to grooves which run 
lengthwise along the blade, 
starting at the base. 
 
Endscrapers and gravers have 
also been recovered 
n/a Paleo-Indian “sites” are 
often nothing more than 
a single stone point 
recovered as a surface 
find.  It is believed that 
these peoples were 
mega-fauna hunters, and 
their way of life died out 
alongside their prey 
Early 
Archaic 
6000 - 3000 BCE Projectile points are often 
notched stem points with beveled 
edges. 
 
Other stone tools include utilized 
flake tools, such as endscrapers. 
 
Local chert types appear to have 
been favored 
n/a This is a particularly 
poorly understood 
tradition, as very little 
evidence has been 
recovered which can be 
dated to it. 
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Tradition Time-Span 
(Approximate) 
Lithic Characteristics Ceramic 
Characteristics 
Notes 
Middle 
Archaic 
3000 - 1200 BCE The material culture for this 
tradition is not very well defined, 
the forms tend to be very similar 
to the Early Archaic forms, 
including side notched points 
with somewhat beveled edges. 
n/a Copper artifacts were 
created during this time, 
using the local and 
readily available metal.  
Knives, axes, spear 
points, hooks, and many 
more forms have all be 
found crafted from 
copper.  The copper tool 
producing peoples of this 
time are grouped into the 
“Old Copper Complex”. 
Late 
Archaic 
1200 - 600 BCE Durst stemmed points are 
considered the hallmark of the 
tradition, with stems that expand 
slightly, and rounded shoulders. 
n/a The use of native copper 
is not nearly as present 
during this tradition as it 
was during the Middle 
Archaic. 
 
The Red Ocher complex 
is seen during this 
tradition.  Named for the 
characteristic powdered 
hematite, often included 
with burials. 
Early 
Woodland 
600 BCE - 100 
CE 
At the start of the Early 
Woodland straight stemmed 
points are more common, 
whereas contracted stemmed 
points are more common later in 
the tradition. 
Very thick walled 
pottery.  Surface 
texture is present 
on both the interior 
and exterior 
surfaces, from 
shaping with a 
cord-wrapped 
paddle.  Minimal 
decoration on some 
examples, mainly 
fingernail 
impressions and 
trailed lines. 
Mound building is truly 
developed in this 
tradition, and agricultural 
practices are beginning 
to emerge to a limited 
extent. 
 
This tradition is 
predominately 
distinguished as the very 
first emergence of 
ceramics.  Otherwise, it 
is characteristically very 
similar to the Late 
Archaic tradition. 
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Tradition Time-Span 
(Approximate) 
Lithic Characteristics Ceramic 
Characteristics 
Notes 
Middle 
Woodland 
100 - 600 CE A common raw material for 
Middle Woodland lithics is 
Knife River flint, which 
originates in North Dakota. 
 
Projectile points are commonly 
basally, stem, or corner notched. 
 
Bi-faces likely used for cutting, 
and scrapers, are common.  
Drills, punches, etc. are not as 
common. 
 
Ground stone tools are common 
as well, like grooved mauls and 
celts 
Interior texturing is 
rarely present from 
this tradition 
onward.  
Decoration 
techniques have 
expanded, and 
include stamping, 
punctate marks, 
and crosshatched 
lines.  Zoned and 
banded decoration 
styles also 
emerging. 
Burials during this time 
period tend to be low 
earthen mounds, or even 
pit burials that were not 
then covered by mounds. 
 
The Hopewell phase is 
associated with this 
tradition, and also the 
“Hopewell Interaction 
Sphere”, which refers to 
the broad network of 
trade associated with the 
phase. 
Late 
Woodland 
600 - 1000 CE Triangular shaped points are 
fairly prominent during this 
tradition, though little evidence 
is available from single 
component habitation sites, due 
to very few being known.  
Mounds do not have much 
habitation material, so in all little 
is known about lithic points from 
the time period. 
 
Additional tool types include 
scrapers, flake knives, utilized 
flake tools, and more. 
Cord impressed 
decorations come 
into prominence for 
many of the ware 
types of this time 
period. 
 
 
Effigy mounds appear in 
this tradition.  These 
mounds were constructed 
in the forms of animals 
often, such as panthers, 
turtles, and snakes. 
 
Large, mostly sedentary 
villages begin to appear.   
 
Agricultural practices 
appear to be well 
developed by this time 
period. 
Oneota 1250 - mid 
1600’s CE 
Oneota vessels had a larger 
carrying capacity on average.  
The rims tended to flare, and 
overall typical shape can be 
described as ‘globular’, generally 
more rounded on the bottom than 
earlier vessels. 
 
Decoration tended to be made 
using stamping, fingernail 
impressions, and trailed lines. 
Ground stone tools 
like metates, 
manos, and celts. 
 
Disk pipes made of 
stone, often 
catlinite. 
A culture considered 
very influenced by the 
Mississippian culture, 
however not entirely a 
part of it. 
 
Sedentary existence 
takes over the prior, 
highly  mobile practices. 
 
Many Oneota sites are 
found to contain beads 
made from marine shell, 
harvested from the 
Atlantic ocean or the 
Gulf of Mexico. 
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Human Occupation of Wisconsin and Minnesota 
 
 The time frame for how long humans have been in the Upper Mississippi River 
valley, and Wisconsin in particular, is still somewhat debated. Evidence indicates that 
human occupation of North America began sometime before 14,300 years ago4, and 
humans are believed to have arrived in the Wisconsin area somewhere around 12,000 
years ago [Mason 1962, Mason 1986]. This first emergence of human occupation in the 
region is known as the Paleo-Indian tradition, and the evidence for it is sparse. Much of 
what these peoples would have left behind has since eroded or been destroyed, an issue 
which is compounded by the fact that there were very few people leaving behind very 
few artifacts to begin with. Cultures of this time period are identified and differentiated 
almost exclusively by distinctions between their stone tool kits.  
 The Paleo-Indian subsistence strategy was based entirely in hunting and 
gathering. During the first millennium of the tradition, the Pleistocene megafauna such as 
the mammoth and the mastodon were still present on the continent, and represented a 
major resource for these peoples. Bison bones in association with stone tools are found in 
east central Minnesota and across into western Wisconsin [Theler and Boszhardt 2003], 
and evidence of butchered mammoth bones have been found in Kenosha County, WI 
[Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000:71]. Points from both the Clovis and the Folsom 
cultures have been collected within the state, demonstrating the presence of the earliest 
                                                 
4
 The date of the first humans migrating into North America is contentious, to say the least. Encyclopedia 
Britannica Online sidesteps the issue completely in their article on North America, but simply stating the 
migration happened “sometime during the last glacial advance... about 1,800,000 to 10,000 years ago”. 
However, Dr. Dennis Jenkins collected corprolites from the Paisley Caves in Oregon during the early 
2000‘s, which contained both human DNA and carbon dates going back 14,300 years [Curry 2008]. Since 
it would be impossible for humans to have simply manifested in Oregon, migration into North America 
would have had to have taken place even earlier still. Thus, this paper states that the first humans must have 
arrived on the continent sometime prior to 14,300 years ago. Other archaeological sites in the Americas 
have been dated even earlier, however this site represents the earliest date applied directly to human 
“remains”. 
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successful North American stone tool cultures in this corner of the world. These earliest 
points are often made of Hixton Silicified Sandstone. This material is sourced to Jackson 
County in western Wisconsin, however tools constructed of it have been found far to the 
east and northeast of the source. Points constructed from more exotic stone types have 
also been recovered, including Indiana Hornstone and North Dakota Knife River 
Chalcedony [Mason 1986:187]. The presence of exotic source materials in Wisconsin, as 
well as the long distances between the Hixton Silicified Sandstone points and their origin, 
indicate a high level of mobility among the Paleo-Indians [Mason 1986]. This earliest 
tradition lasted until roughly 6000-5000 BC, and was contemporary with the Eastern 
Archaic tradition for the last few millennia. 
 The Eastern Archaic tradition spanned roughly 5000 years of time while 
overlapping the end of the Paleo-Indians, and leading into the Early woodland at around 
600 BC. The Eastern Archaic tradition was quite different ecologically from the Paleo-
Indian Tradition. Pleistocene megafauna had died out even before the end of the Paleo-
Indian tradition. The environment and animal resources being exploited by Eastern 
Archaic peoples were essentially the same as in modern times, with seasonal shifts 
similar to the present day, and familiar game animals. White tailed deer and elk would 
have been among the largest animals hunted, along with bison in the plains environments 
[Theler and Boszhardt 2003:69].  
 There are very few sites of the Eastern Archaic tradition that have been found in 
the northern portion of Wisconsin. In Itasca, MN, a bison kill site was excavated and 
dated to the Eastern Archaic, and a similar but slightly later site was found in Norman 
County, MN, in the Red River valley [Johnson 1988]. A number of sites have been 
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identified in the southern portion of Wisconsin as well [Theler and Boszhardt 2003]. Both 
Minnesota and Wisconsin are part of a unique manifestation of the Eastern Archaic 
known as the Old Copper Complex, “the earliest evidence of the use of metals for tools in 
the New World” and in Wisconsin human burial sites have been found in this tradition 
[Johnson 1988]. 
 The Eastern Archaic tradition is identified, once again, largely through stone 
tools. New kinds of stone tools appeared during this period, specifically ground and 
pecked objects [Johnson 1988]. Pottery was not yet in use. They would have been a 
hunter gatherer society, much like the Paleo-Indians, moving with the game animals and 
relying on a pre-agriculture way of life. They differed from the Paleo-indians, however, 
in the fact that they had a clear burial tradition, which often consisted of cemetery groups 
being placed within natural knolls and hillocks [Stoltman 1986]. There was no mound 
construction taking place during this time, however. It is also during the Eastern Archaic 
tradition, roughly 3000 years ago, that the first clear regional cultural differences begin to 
manifest themselves, likely as a result of a growing population and smaller territorial 
ranges [Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000]. Finally, it is at the very end of the Eastern 
Archaic that evidence for small-scale agriculture first appears [Theler and Boszhardt 
2003:69,91].  
 The key change which marks the shift from the Eastern Archaic tradition, to the 
Woodland tradition, is the introduction of pottery [Johnson 1988]. Other changes which 
come about as part of the transition include the adoption of of burial mounds5, and the 
cultivation of tropical plants such as corn, however adoption of burial mounds and 
                                                 
5
 The Red Ocher Complex, which is considered Archaic, features burials in natural knolls and hills, and it 
appears mound burials started somewhat before the production of pottery (Birmingham and Eisenberg 79-
82) 
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agriculture both manifest at varying rates and to varying degrees [Theler and Boszhardt 
2003:97]. The Woodland tradition is broken down into three stages; the Early Woodland, 
the Middle Woodland, and the Late Woodland, according to general cultural shifts over 
time. In many ways, the Early Woodland (600 BC - 100 BC/100 AD) overlaps once 
again with the prior cultural traditions [Salzer 1986a]. There are exceptionally few Early 
Woodland sites, for example, which exhibit the burial mounds that are considered so 
indicative of the Middle Woodland and Late Woodland stages [Theler and Boszhardt 
2003:99-100]. In addition, it is highly possible some sites deemed to be of the Archaic 
tradition, are temporally of the Early Woodland stage, and simply lacking in any ceramic 
sherds or artifacts [Salzer 1986a]. In some ways, the Early Woodland tradition might be 
considered a transitional one, representative of a significant shift in the way of life for 
prehistoric peoples of the region. 
 The Middle Woodland tradition (100 AD- 600 AD), on the other hand, is far more 
discrete and concrete in its manifestation. It is also known as the Hopwellian tradition 
specifically when the site is being defined by a particular set of mound burial practices, 
ware types, and stone tool types. It is also sometimes referred to as the “Hopewell 
Interaction Sphere”6 [Salzer 1986b:263]. All Hopewell sites fall into the Middle 
Woodland tradition, thought not all Middle Woodland sites necessarily bear the traits of 
the Hopewellian cultures.  Regions tend to have ceramic styles which are fairly 
distinctive from one another in the Middle Woodland tradition, and often times lithic 
materials from the western side of the continent can be found traded in Ohio, Illinois, and 
                                                 
6
 this concept is used to specifically describe the “wide-spread use of exotic raw materials , with associated 
art motifs and ideology, in mortuary settings among dispersed Woodland populations in eastern North 
America” [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:110] 
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the upper portion of the Mississippi river valley [Theler and Boszhardt 2003]. Examples 
of transported lithic materials will be described later on in this paper. 
 The manifestations of the Middle Woodland tradition vary dramatically from the 
northern to the southern portion of Wisconsin. Many of the more flamboyant elements, 
including elaborate burial mounds and extensive exotic materials, are quite prevalent in 
the south, and relatively rare in the North. According to Robert J. Salzer, the reason for 
these differences is that there are really two different Wisconsins, divided by a 
meandering line that crosses the state from the south-east to the north-west [1986b]. The 
northern portion of the state is quite similar, environmentally, to Northern Minnesota, 
Michigan, and even up into the Southern portion of Canada. It is characterized by being 
relatively cool and wet, having acid soils, and mostly pine forests. The southern portion, 
on the other hand, is more broadly cultivated and explored, containing more basic soils 
and a somewhat warmer climate. Spot Dike J can be considered to be in an area more like 
the southern Wisconsin than the northern Wisconsin. 
 The Late Woodland tradition stretched roughly from 600 AD to 1000 AD, and 
overlaps the Oneota at the end of this stretch [Theler and Boszhardt 2003]. It is believed 
that the groups of this time were increasingly territorial, creating and utilizing a broader 
variety of sites across their ranges [Hurley 1986]. The kinds of mounds being produced at 
this time can be described as ‘effigy mounds’, which are in the shapes of animals, cones, 
and lines [Hurley 1986]. In regards to artifactual remains, the Late Woodland tradition is 
considered to have less diversity in its artifactual remains overall. Ceramics are an 
exception to this trend however, as a substantial diversity of ceramic decoration styles 
have been observed, which required an array of tools and techniques to create [Hurley 
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1986]. The bow and arrow had become the dominant technology at this point, and it 
allowed for greater exploitation of resources and, incidentally, a lifestyle that leans 
towards year-round occupation of sites and discrete territories. Indeed, towards the end of 
the Late Woodland tradition the immense settlement of Cahokia, in modern day Illinois, 
was developing at the confluence of the Mississippi and the Missouri rivers, marking a 
turning point from the hunter gatherer subsistence strategy previously employed, to the 
agricultural strategy carried out in the Oneota tradition [Theler and Boszhardt 2003]. 
 Prior to the Oneota tradition fully solidifying, a hazy stretch of time exists that 
isn’t entirely Oneota, but still is not entirely associated with the Middle Mississippian 
tradition which is present in surrounding regions. Several phases have been identified 
which exist within this time frame, some linked with one tradition, some with the other. 
One which is particularly visible in the Red Wing area is the Silvernale Phase. The name 
was given to the regional manifestation of the Middle Mississippian Culture by Lloyd 
Wilford [Wilford 1955]. It is defined by several distinct ceramic characteristics, such as 
“rolled rims, sharp shoulders, and a series of distinctive Mississippian-like design motifs” 
[Dobbs and Mooers 1991:9]. Since Wilford’s work, further artifacts have been 
discovered which reinforce Silvernale as a distinct, Mississippian influenced phase. 
 Theler and Boszhardt describe the Oneota culture as the merging of “Late 
Woodland people and Middle Mississippian Ideas”, Mississippian culture being the 
progenitor of Cahokia [2003:157]. It lasted from roughly 1200 AD until the time of the 
first European settlers in North America, and while the Oneota were certainly affected by 
the Mississippian culture, they were not universally a part of it. It’s more that certain 
features were adopted by certain groups over time, features which likely have their origin 
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with the Mississippian peoples. Certain artifactual evidence exists for cultural exchange, 
including the presence of nearly identical ceramic decorations between the two, and 
similar artistic depictions of Buffalo with arrows inside of the animals (particularly in the 
farther western portions of the Oneota) [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:159]. Strong 
evidence exists for trade operating along rivers and waterways, in the form of a bead 
having been recovered at an Oneota site which was crafted from a type of sea snail shell, 
only found in the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean [Theler and Boszhardt 
2003:160].  
 After the Oneota is essentially described as the beginning of ‘history’ and the end 
of ‘precontact’. From the mid-1600’s onwards, the French, the British, and the newly 
minted Americans would chronicle, interact with, and profoundly affect the native 
populations of the region. It is this story of interaction that carries us into the modern day, 
and the time of archaeology, where all of this past is being gradually revealed and 
interpreted. 
 It is important to understand that this chronology is not exactly black and white. 
The dominant narrative is often guided by a kind of ‘average’ rate of change, or by 
changes seen in a prominent site such as Cahokia. Oftentimes, when particular sites are 
looked at throughout the region, there are distinct differences in regards to rates and 
degrees of adoption. As described in Geomorphological Mapping and Archaeological 
Sites of the Upper Mississippi River Valley, compiled by Thomas Madigan and Ronald 
C. Schirmer; 
Not all regional populations participated equally in the various cultural 
developments, and a wide variety of adaptation methods emerged. Most of 
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the regionally unique schemes incorporated cultivation and wild plant 
gathering, fish, reptile and waterfowl harvesting, and nut mast and 
ungulate resource acquisition strategies in fairly unique combinations. 
[199] 
Because of this differentiation, the overall tradition-based classification system employed 
to determine cultural breaks and changes is somewhat over-simplified..  However, it is 
the standing system and the dominant one in use by academics and researchers. To 
attempt work within any other type of system, at this point in time, would result in 
Fig. 2 The border between Wisconsin and Minnesota. The Driftless Area has been 
highlighted in Green. The bold black box in the upper left corner marks out the vicinity of 
Spot Dike J. 
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reporting that is incongruous to the other literature, becoming quite difficult to use in 
conjunction with research from other sources. As such, this project is employing the 
previously described cultural classification system, despite its short comings, and will 
take every precaution to illuminate the nuances of any given classification or association 
 
History of Human Occupation in the Red Wing Locality and Surrounding Areas 
 Red Wing, MN is situated directly across the Mississippi River from Spot Dike J, 
and lends its name to the immediate region known in archaeological studies as the Red 
Wing Locality. This locality is located in the northern portion of the Driftless area of 
Minnesota and Wisconsin (Figure 2), an expanse of land spared from the relentless 
ploughing force of the glacial activity, which leveled the surrounding land. It features 
exposed Precambrian rock formations of up to two billion years in age, which stand in 
sharp contrast to the glacial gravels and boulders covering the rest of the region [Theler 
and Boszhardt 2003]. It’s continuous glacier-free status throughout the epochs means 
vegetation likely covered the land even during the most recent ice-age [Curtis 1959]. 
 The Red Wing locality is an area known by archaeologists to have been a focal 
point of settlement and human activity in pre-contact times. The settlement cluster is 
associated predominately with the Middle Mississippian and Oneota tradition, meaning 
the apex of occupation in the region falls slightly later than the apex of occupation at Spot 
Dike J7. Twelve villages and hamlets are known to exist, all of which are surrounded by 
substantial mound cemeteries, and often bordered by a river along one side. The main 
tradition where construction for these villages appears to have taken place is the Oneota 
                                                 
7
 Spot Dike J’s temporal associations, and how they were assigned, are discussed mainly in chapters IV and 
V. 
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tradition, which occurs later than components documented at Spot Dike J. During the 
Oneota tradition humans had more sedentary lifestyles than in prior traditions, including 
year round occupation of some sites [Arzigian 2008]. Each of these settlements has its 
own material culture make-up, leading to an understanding of this region as remarkably 
diverse and complex [Fleming 2009].  
 The reasons for such intense human occupation within the locality, are tied to it’s 
unique geological makeup and ecological history. It’s plethora of rivers, streams, lakes 
and backwaters provide abundant exploitable resources [Fleming 2009:11]. In particular, 
the Mississippi fed Lake Pepin is a clear focus for occupation for the time period. The 
head of the lake has migrated over the past centuries, and at the time of Spot Dike J’s 
occupation it would have been situated at the southern end of Prairie Island, in the heart 
of the Red Wing Locality [Dobbs and Mooers 1991; Flemming 2009]. Major village 
sites, located in the Red Wing Locality and with components that are partly contemporary 
with Spot Dike J, all cluster around Lake Pepin. 
 A few of the major sites of the Red Wing locality are Silvernale (21GD3), Bartron 
(21GD2), Adams (47PI12), Double (47PI81), and The Mero Site Complex, which 
includes Mero/Mero 2 (47PI2, 47PI132,), all of which are situated roughly within a five 
mile radius of the Spot Dike J site (Figure 3). The Silvernale site, in particular, is of 
considerable note, being that it is the type site of the Silvernale Phase, which was 
discussed in the previous section of this paper. Silvernale is truly a massive site, with 317 
mounds having been surveyed, and the possibility that it once merged with the Energy 
Park and Bryan mounds groups as well [Fleming 2009]. The Bartron, Adams, and Double 
sites are all considered predominately Oneota sites, with earlier Woodland components as 
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well. Guy Gibbon considers the Bartron site to be of a specific type of Oneota, called the 
The Blue Earth Phase, which he distinguishes as having a distinct type of ceramic vessel 
with shell temper, rounded bottoms, rounded lips, straight to slightly out-curving rims, 
and smooth surfaces with smoothed over cordmarking for decoration [Gibbon 
2012a:169]. The Adams site is possibly related to the Bartron site [Fleming 2009:66-67], 
a hypothesis based off of ceramic similarities. Mero and Mero 2 are both large village 
sites, associated with hundreds of burial mounds. Both are classified as Silvernale sites, 
though only the Mero site has been excavated extensively. An Oneota component has 
also been identified at the Mero site [Fleming 2009]. 
Fig. 3 Map displaying major near-by sites in the Red Wing area.  Points for Double Site, Mero Site, Mero 2 
Site, and Adams Site approximated due to lack of GPS data. 
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 These sites are mentioned in particular, due to their proximity to the Spot Dike J 
Site. Figure 3 shows these sites as they relate to one another spatially, as well as how they 
relate to Spot Dike J. However, once again is must be noted that only the latest dates 
attributed to Spot Dike J appear to overlap the heydays of these villages.  The apparent 
size of Spot Dike J, and the nature of the artifacts recovered from the site, provide some 
strong evidence that it was not a solitary or self-sustaining site. Rather it was a smaller, 
temporary site, or satellite site, which was linked to a larger and/or more populous 
location. These ideas will be discussed more thoroughly in chapter V. 
 Surrounding the Red Wing locality, are several other discrete concentrations of 
human occupation and activity. There are the Trempealeau Hopewell and La Crosse 
localities to the southeast, and the Spring Lake locality to the north All three of these 
identified localities are situated along the Mississippi River, similar to the Red Wing 
locality. 
 The Trempealeau locality bears evidence for Middle Woodland, Late Woodland, 
and Oneota occupation [Green and Rodell 1994]. During the Middle Woodland 
component, evidence for interaction with the Hopewell culture is also present. Several 
groups of mounds have been found in the locality, three of which were investigated by 
Will McKern and the Milwaukee Public Museum in 1928 and 1930. From these groups, 
40 mounds were partially excavated, among them the large Nicholls Mound. The 
Nicholls Mound is a Woodland era mound, which measured more than 90 feet in 
diameter at its base at the time of McKern’s excavations. Copper artifacts found with the 
mound’s burials led to the rare preservation of fabric, made of woven nettle fibers and 
placed beneath a copper breastplate. Also found associated with the mound were 
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Hopewell ceramics with Zoned Dentate decoration, tying the occupation of the area to the 
Middle Woodland, likely after 200 CE as this is the rough date given for the appearance 
of the Hopewell Zoned Dentate decorations [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:111-115]. 
Evidence for Late Woodland occupation comes in the form of effigy mounds, including a 
group of 20 long-tailed panther mounds. [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:153]. Oneota 
occupation is evidenced by pottery. While the Trempealeau locality is considered 
distinct, it must be noted that it shares a great many traits and features with its immediate 
neighbor, the La Crosse locality. 
 Similar to Trempealeau, evidence for Hopewell interaction exists within the La 
Crosse locality. Specifically, Havana related wares have been recovered. Late Woodland 
effigy mound culture is also present, like it is in Trempealeau, with a long tailed panther 
effigy mound. [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:153]. The Oneota tradition is evidenced 
largely through pottery styles, which link up with Oneota decoration patterns in Red 
Wing, parts of south-central Minnesota, and north-western Iowa. This provides fairly 
clear evidence for interaction between the different localities, at least during the Oneota 
tradition [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:159-160]. 
 The Spring Lake locality is situated upriver from Red Wing rather than down 
river, like the Trempealeau and La Crosse localities. One of its more well known sites is 
the Lee Mill Cave site, surveyed by Louis H. Powell in 1952 and 1953 [Johnson and 
Taylor 1956]. This site provides clear evidence for occupation at the end of the Late 
Woodland, in the form of Angelo Punctated pottery, described by Guy Gibbon as a 
“likely diagnostic trait of some later (AD 900-1100) Mature Late Woodland components” 
[2012a:142]. The Sorg site is another well known site in the Spring Lake locality. It is 
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also associated with the Late Woodland tradition, and Effigy Mound culture [Gibbon 
2012a], though occupation during the Middle Woodland has also been documented 
[Johnson 1959]. 
 
Middle and Late Woodland Activity in the Red Wing Locality 
 Due to Spot Dike J’s main evidence for activity being datable to the Middle and 
Late Woodland traditions, it is useful to establish what these traditions looked like in the 
area immediately surrounding it. Unfortunately, as previously mentioned, the largest and 
most prominent sites in the region all tend to have been occupied and used most heavily 
within the Oneota tradition. Many if not all of these sites have earlier components though. 
The Mero site complex, for example, has the Mero 3 and Trimbelle sites, both of which 
consist of scattered Woodland materials. The Double site had several grit tempered 
sherds recovered from it, which have been interpreted to be an indicator of an earlier 
Woodland occupation of the terrace [Fleming 2009]. The Silvernale site, too, is 
considered to have evidence for Woodland occupation [Arzigian 2008]. 
 The evidence for Woodland occupation which has been mentioned, though, is 
mostly linked to the Late Woodland. While we know that substantial Middle Woodland 
occupation must have taken place in the locality, judging from the scale of later 
settlements and the trends of the surrounding regions, there are not a great many sites 
with clearly identified Middle Woodland occupation which have been published on. In 
Constance Arzigian’s excellent report on the Woodland tradition in Minnesota, in fact, 
there are no sites from the Red Wing locality listed under the principal sites for the 
Middle Woodland in southeastern Minnesota [2008:50-51]. So while general knowledge 
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is had regarding manifestations of the Middle Woodland in the wider region, it’s not 
particularly well studied in the Red Wing area.   
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IV. Spot Dike J/Site 47PI559 
Background and Data 
 In this section the events surrounding Spot Dike J’s discovery and investigation 
are laid out. Then the methods of data recovery and analysis used for this project are 
explained, and finally the quantitative and qualitative data gleaned from the site and its 
artifacts are presented. 
 
History of Archaeological Study at Spot Dike J 
 Just outside of Diamond Bluff, WI, in Pierce county, during the final months of 
2003, principal investigators Frank Florin, of Florin Cultural Resource Services, and Brad 
Perkl of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, conducted testing at the site known at the 
time as the proposed North West Access Road site. It was a terrace in the path of the 
proposed road to Lock and Dam Number 3 on the Mississippi River. The site itself is 
forested, largely by oak, and juts into a small lake which runs parallel to a small 
backwater of the Mississippi river. The terrace itself is scarcely elevated above the water 
level, and is a part of the flood plain. Water regularly rises to cover the site, as indicated 
by the high waterline marks on the trunks of the trees, and likely stands at one to two feet 
depth at its deepest. The soil type is described as representative of the Algansee series, 
“very deep, somewhat poorly drained soils formed in sandy alluvium on flood plains or 
lake shores” [National Cooperative Soil Survey, USA]. 
 There were multiple methods employed to test for archaeological materials. The 
first was simply surface level inspection, whereby investigators walked the land in 
question and made a thorough visual inspection of any artifacts or features that might be 
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visible at the surface. The vegetation and regular flooding at the site, however, meant that 
much surface level preservation or visibility was slim. Thus, the second method 
employed was shovel testing. This method involved small circular units being dug, and 
the removed earth being screened. Often times, any artifacts recovered from this process 
are from unknown depth, since investigating by levels is uncommon for shovel tests, thus 
artifacts will simply be generally grouped with all other materials recovered from that 
particular test. At Spot Dike J, twenty six different shovel tests were conducted in 
November 2003, most of which fit into a grid pattern, with ten meters between each test 
along north-south and east-west lines. Those shovel tests which do not sit within the grid 
pattern instead followed the curve of the access road (Figure 4).  
 
 
Fig. 4 Original sketch map of the Spot Dike J site. Created by Dr. Brad Perkl. 
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 The final method employed at Spot Dike J was formal excavation. Two one meter 
by one meter excavation units were excavated towards the end of the investigation 
period, just north and east of the center of the site. They were situated immediately 
adjacent to one another along the east-west axis. These units were dug in December 2003, 
and were located directly in between shovel tests 6 and 13. The excavation units were 
dug to determine eligibility for preservation, in regards to site disturbance, and it was 
clear from the evident stratigraphy that the site had suffered only minor root and rodent 
disturbance and no plowing. The site was thus determined eligible8, due to its low level 
of disturbance indicating a high probability of original stratigraphy, as well as surviving 
artifacts and site features.  
 Twenty two of the total twenty six shovel tests were positive, meaning some kind 
of archaeological material was recovered. Materials were also recovered from excavation 
units one and two. All artifacts were removed and bagged by arbitrary layer. Most shovel 
tests were excavated by 30 cm increments. Other shovel tests varied in regards to the 
levels at which they were dug; shovel test four was excavated in levels described as 0-10 
cm, 10-30 cm, 30-50 cm, and 50-80 cm, shovel test five was excavated in levels 
described as 0-15 cm, 15-30 cm, 30-65 cm, and 65-105 cm, shovel test 20 was excavated 
in levels described as 0-5 cm, and 20-40 cm, and shovel test 22 was excavated in levels 
described as 0-20 cm, and 30-60 cm. Shovel tests one through four did not have any level 
information recorded. The excavation units were dug in arbitrary, 10 centimeter levels. 
Excavation unit one was dug to a depth of 80 cm, while excavation unit two was dug to a 
depth of 90 cm.  
                                                 
8
 Information regarding conditions of the original investigations comes from personal correspondence with 
Brad Perkl. 
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 All materials recovered from Spot Dike J were removed from the site for analysis, 
as per standard procedure. They were then cleaned, and identified where possible. In 
particular, stone types and types of lithic flakes were recorded, and if multiple pieces 
matched in stone type, flake type, and level, they were grouped together. All ceramic 
sherds in a level were bagged together as well, and quantities listed on the bag, broken 
down into different ware types and unidentified pieces. After this identification process, 
which was conducted by the USACE and Florin Cultural Resource Services, all artifacts 
were bagged, the bags labeled, and then everything was moved to storage. The St. Paul 
branch of the US Army Corps of Engineers housed most of the materials, while Florin 
Cultural Resource Services housed much of the fire cracked rock. 
 
Methods of Data Recovery and Analysis 
 My original research on Spot Dike J involved several cooperating approaches. 
The first steps I took focused on review of published and unpublished reports on nearby 
archaeological sites dating from the Middle and Late Woodland traditions, as well as Late 
Pre-Contact sites. I also looked into any published materials on the general 
archaeological history of the region and the methods presently employed by 
archaeologists, and the search for sources became an ongoing focus throughout the 
researching and writing process. Through such study and comparisons I have been 
endeavoring to gain a better understanding of how Spot Dike J fits into the regional 
economy and structure, and how it’s people might have related to the peoples at the sites 
with which it existed contemporaneously. 
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 Secondly, I have sought to do as much primary observation and data recording as 
possible. I produced a catalog of the artifacts given to me in the summer of 2012, with an 
emphasis on recording quantities and qualities of lithic debris and ceramic sherds. As 
previously described, artifact classification was conducted by the original team of 
excavators and researchers. The identifications assigned by the original team were used 
as the basis for the data entered into the new catalog. In addition to a general database of 
all artifacts by given level and shovel test or excavation unit, specific tables were 
generated for lithic and ceramic artifacts, as well as fire-cracked rock. The lithic tables 
specifically records stone type, and distinguishes between non-utilized flakes and tools. 
The ceramic tables distinguish between unidentified and identified sherd, and break down 
identified sherds into separate ware types. Data on ceramic temper, or the material mixed 
in with the clay to add strength, was also recorded for all sherds recovered from the 
excavation units. The fire-cracked rock table records number of fragments, in addition to 
approximate total weight of material in grams.  These categories were chosen for 
documentation based on what information was given for the original classification of the 
artifacts. 
In addition to lab work, two trips to the physical location of Spot Dike J were 
conducted, once in September 2012 and once in October 2012. Both trips were conducted 
with the intention of recording GIS points for shovel tests, excavation units, and 
prominent geographical features. Datum, originally a fence post towards the southern 
limit of the site, had been removed or destroyed at some point between the excavations 
conducted in 2003 and the September 2012 visit. Due to this setback, no data points were 
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recorded on the first trip as it was unclear how to determine the approximate location of 
past shovel tests without datum to use for orientation.  
The second trip was made with Dr. Scott Legge, and with his assistance a method 
for approximating points was settled upon, which consisted of identifying the probable 
location of a shovel test from the original sketch map, and measuring out the ten meter 
grid to test and see if all points lying on a grid radiating from the first probable location 
continued to correspond to the placement relative to geographical and human-made 
features shown on the sketch-map. It was possible to record approximate points for 
excavation units 1 and 2 as well, due to their location within the main grid. The 
approximate locations for shovel tests outside of the grid system, ie 23-26, were not 
recorded, as there was less data to estimate their location from. The final step was to 
record polygon data for the turn-around portion of the road, as well as line data for the 
path of the access road itself. These features, despite not being from antiquity and not 
playing a role in my study or analysis, warranted recording as they are the only two 
physical features visible in the satellite background imagery over which the GPS data is 
imposed. Recording the extant features meant it was possible to visually confirm the 
accuracy of the GPS data once it had been uploaded. All data was recorded using the 
GEOXH Trimble handheld GPS device, loaded with Terrasync software to allow for 
points to be taken using the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system. 
UTM was chosen since it was the same system with which datum was recorded during 
the original 2003 excavations. 
 With the assistance of Ashley Nepp and Dr. Holly Barcus in the Macalester 
geography department, the GPS data was transferred to the ArcGIS software available at 
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the Macalester GIS lab. The “join function” of the software allowed for the data tables 
created as a catalog of materials to be merged with the extant tables attached to the GPS 
points. Through this process, the act of “querying” the catalog was made available. 
Detailed and specific inquiries can be made of the data, and the information pertinent to 
the search criteria highlighted or extracted to form maps of, say, particular artifact types 
or gross quantities recovered from specific depths across the site. The specific maps 
created for this project and their accompanying discussion will be presented in chapter V. 
 
Artifact Analysis 
 By digging test units at ten meter increments within a grid which was placed due 
to factors unrelated to perceived archaeological potential, this project proceeds with the 
understanding that the sampling conducted at Spot Dike J was essentially random. 
Therefore the materials recovered are considered to be generally representative of the 
overall character of the site. Conclusions drawn from the analysis of recovered materials 
inherently hinges upon this assumption. 
 Artifacts are categorized into three groups based on material types. The three 
main categories of artifacts were lithic debitage and tools, ceramic sherds, and fire-
cracked rock (FCR).  
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Table 2. Most common stone types worked at Spot Dike J 
Stone Type Total # of 
Flakes/Cores/Tools Per 
Stone Type 
% of Total # of 
Flakes/Cores/Tools Collected 
Prarie Du Chien Chert 668 73.17 
Basalt 95 10.41 
Burlington Chert 29 3.18 
Quartz 17 1.86 
Siltstone 8 0.88 
   
  
  
Fig. 5 A piece of oolitic Prarie Du Chien Chert, recovered from Spot Dike J. Scale in cm. 
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A broad variety of stone types are represented by the recovered flakes and tools. 
The stone type which occurred with the highest frequency was Prairie Du Chien chert 
(Table 2). The Prairie Du Chien Chert identified at Spot Dike J runs from grey white 
color to pink, to bright red. Both oolitic (Figure 5) and non-oolitic flakes and cores were 
recovered. The high quantities of fragments of this stone type was unsurprising, as 
outcroppings of Prairie Du Chien chert can be found relatively close to Spot Dike J. In 
addition, stream deposits of Prarie Du Chien chert are quite common, and can be found in 
many locations throughout the region [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:24]. The second most 
common stone type was basalt, with roughly 1/7th as many fragments of this type 
recovered. Again, this is a common enough stone for the region, and may have been 
recovered in the form of cobbles which had been carried south by glacial outwash, or 
from outcrops found in the St. CroixValley [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:25-26]. Together 
these two stone types represent just under 84% of the flakes, cores, and tools recovered at 
Spot Dike J. 
 Of the remaining lithic artifacts, just over seven percent were labeled unidentified. 
Most of the remaining fragments can be considered to represent a variety of ‘exotic’ 
stone types, or types which are less prevalently seen in the region. These exotic stones 
tend to be represented by only a few flakes each, and include Hixton silicified sandstone, 
red pipestone/catlinite, Little Falls quartz, Knife River flint, Grand Meadow Chert and 
Galena chert. There are also possible flakes of Cochrane chert.  
 The Knife River Flint likely originated from one of several quarries located in 
North Dakota’s Knife River valley [Clayton, Bickley and Stone 1970] and was 
transported to Spot Dike J through human intervention. Grand Meadow Chert comes 
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from a source located in Mower County, MN, to the southwest of Spot Dike J, meaning it 
also had to be manually transported a significant distance, thought not as far as the Knife 
River Flint. Red pipestone/catlinite, would also have to have been transported to Spot 
Dike J, given its source in the extreme southwest of Minnesota, near the Iowa and South 
Dakota borders. Catlinite in particular has exciting potential implications, given the 
sacred nature of the stone, though unfortunately the tiny and amorphic flake which was 
recovered is not particularly telling. All of these materials are found across a variety of 
site types and across several traditions, including the Woodland and the Oneota [Gibbon 
2012a] [Theler and Boszhardt 2003]. Their presence at Spot Dike J in conjunction with 
the other materials mentioned, while not unusual for Red Wing locality sites, does 
indicate influence by and interaction with a widespread trade and exchange network. 
When taken together, this broad variety of materials represents a great range of potential 
geographical origins, representing hundreds of miles across Minnesota, Wisconsin, and 
beyond.  
 There is a smaller variety of identified ceramic types (Table 3), with the vast 
majority of sherds appearing too rough or too small to be identified. Fifty two sherds 
were identified as Madison Ware, a form which is diagnostic of the Late Woodland and 
the Effigy Mound Tradition [Gibbon 2012b] [Theler and Boszhardt 2003:132-133]. 
Thirty eight sherds were identified as Linn Ware, a form of pottery which is diagnostic of 
the Late Middle Woodland in southwestern Wisconsin [Gibbon 2012b]. Six sherds are 
identified as Havana Ware, including the only rim sherd recovered (Figure 7). These 
pieces are considered diagnostic of the Middle Woodland [Gibbon 2012b]. Finally, a 
single sherd of pottery was identified as Sorg Banded Dentate (Figure 6), a form 
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associated with Havana Ware, and again indicative of the Middle Woodland tradition 
[Gibbon 2012b]. 
 
Table 3. Percentage breakdown of recovered ceramics by ware 
Ceramic Style Total # of Sherds per Style % of Total # of Sherds 
Collected 
Unidentified 331 77.34 
Madison Ware  52 12.15 
Linn Ware  38 8.88 
Havana Ware  6 1.40 
Sorg Banded Dentate  1 0.23 
   
  
 
Fig. 6 Sorg Banded Dentate sherd, recovered from shovel test 5, 30-65 cm below datum.  
Scale in cm. 
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In addition to the FCR, lithics, and ceramics, small numbers of organic materials 
were recovered, including several minuscule fragments of bone, some charcoal, and 
several small historic artifacts. These remains were generally not specific enough, nor 
present in high enough quantities, to be analyzed without the application of highly 
specialized tests, requiring resources which were prohibitive either for their cost or 
accessibility.  
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Havana ware rim sherd, recovered from XU1, 40-50 cm below datum.  Scale in cm. 
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Obsidian at Spot Dike J 
 Evidence for substantial cross-country interaction has been recovered at Spot 
Dike J. While most of the materials identified amongst the lithic remains are local or at 
least regional, a single flake of obsidian, a black volcanic glass, was also recovered (see 
Figure 8). Efforts to trace the origin of this particular flake are underway, and there is 
potential to match it’s elemental ‘fingerprint’ to the elemental make up of its parent 
formation. Though a confirmed match has yet to be established, due in part to the lack of 
consolidated information on obsidian elemental compositions in North America, current 
available data has yielded some intriguing information. It would seem that the Spot Dike 
J flake is not from Obsidian Cliff in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming (Table 4). 
Obsidian Cliff is one of the most common, if not the most common, source of Obsidian 
for prehistoric artifacts in the region9. It is also the nearest source to Spot Dike J. Thus, a 
negative result for association with this source, immediately opens up the possibility of 
association with a less well known exchange or interaction. 
 
  
                                                 
9
 Though I could not locate any comprehensive survey of sources for obsidian discovered in Wisconsin, I 
was able to find one for Minnesota. Of 20 artifacts large enough for analysis, 13 could be traced to 
Obsidian Cliff. [Hughes 2007:58] 
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Table 4 Comparison of compound percentages of Obsidian Cliff Sample and Spot Dike J 
Obsidian Sample 
 Black Obsidian from Obsidian Cliff 
[USGS 2009] 
Spot Dike J Obsidian Sample 
Silica (SiO2) 74.70 75.45 
Alumina (Al2O3) 13.72 12.69 
Ferrous oxide (FeO) 0.62 1.17 
Lime (CaO) 0.78 0.44 
Soda (Na2O) 3.90 3.51 
Potash (K2O) 4.02 5.58 
 
Fig. 8 Obsidian flake, scale is in cm. 
 
 The flake itself is quite small, on the measure of less than one centimeter squared, 
and though the flaking at the edges clearly demonstrates it was taken from a larger piece 
by human hands, its form is in no way diagnostic. It was recovered from excavation unit 
1, allowing for greater precision in determining stratigraphic association with other 
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artifacts. At 20-30 cm (the level at which the flake was recovered), identified ceramics 
include Linn and Madison wares. The ceramics recovered from excavation units 1 and 2, 
and at 20-30 cm, combined represent both shell temper (19 sherds) and grit temper (54 
sherds) (Figure 9). Shell temper pottery is considered indicative of the Silvernale phase or 
later [Gibbon 2012a:160], and its presence in the layer indicates the obsidian to have 
been deposited likely during the end of the Late Woodland, as Oneota influence began to 
move into the area. 
 No other Obsidian was recovered during the excavation process and the precise 
events which lead to the piece’s deposition at the Spot Dike J site can only be 
Fig. 9 Graph showing the # of shell temper and the # of grit temper ceramic pieces by 10 cm levels from 
excavation units 1 and 2 
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hypothesized at best. However, the level of cross-country interaction it implies is 
exciting, particularly when considered in conjunction with the small size of the site. 
 
Analysis 
 This section discusses the analytical methods employed for this project, and the 
results of their implementation. Spatial analysis, in particular, was used to understand the 
nature of Spot Dike J’s usage. With ArcGIS software, the artifact database was joined to 
the GPS points taken in the field. Tabular data was thus attached to the geographic points, 
which allowed for a variety of criteria to be queried and mapped, according to this 
project’s needs. The sketch map created of the original survey (Figure 4, page 24) was 
used as reference, to ensure the layout and positions of points had been accurately 
recorded and translated into ArcGIS. 
 
Displaying Artifact Concentrations by Type 
 Figures 10, 11, and 12 are maps that were created in order to analyze and compare 
lithic, ceramic, and FCR distribution across the site. In figure 10 each shovel test is given 
a graduated symbol according to the total number of lithic artifacts recovered. In Figures 
11 and 12, the situation is the same except that they map the number of ceramic artifacts 
recovered and the amount of FCR recovered by grams. In the process of generating these 
three maps, a modern rock pile was removed as a feature, despite being recorded at the 
same time as the approximate shovel test locations, due to the feature not carrying any 
pertinent tabular data and serving only to clutter the overall visual impression. 
Excavation units 1 and 2 were also removed, due to the data recovered from them being 
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incongruous to the data recovered from the shovel tests. Simply put, the size of each 
excavation unit was much larger than each shovel test, and to include the excavation units 
on these maps would have led to a highly distorted graphical presentation, where the 
highest numbers of recovered artifacts would always occur at the excavation units.  
 
After selecting only usable, comparable GPS points, graduated symbols were 
assigned based on equal breaks in the data, meaning an equal number of values were 
assigned to each interval (i.e. 0-10, 10-20, etc.). After being sorted by these parameters, 
Figures 10, 11 and 12 all showed a significant gradation of artifact concentrations, with 
the lowest concentrations at the north western corner, and the highest concentrations 
beginning just east of the center of the site, and progressing to the south east. This means 
Figure 10 showing the distribution of lithics across the site. 
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that when all artifacts are considered in one, regardless of stratigraphic level, the area of 
highest activity was roughly centered on the terrace, with the water’s edge less than a 
hundred meters away to the south west and the south east. The possibility comes to mind, 
that equal proximity to both sides of the terrace might indicate an emphasis on waterfowl 
or other aquatic resources, though due to the small size of the site and the terrace it is 
located on, one would be hard-pressed to find a location within its limits which does not 
provide good access to riverine and lacustrine resources. However, if the taking of 
waterfowl or fish were key to the site’s usage, then the paucity of animal remains and the 
complete absence of projectile points stands in contrast to this hypothesis.  
Fig. 11 Showing the distribution of lithics across the site. 
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 One possible explanation for the absence of animal remains are the preservation 
conditions at the site. Due to its location very near to the water’s edge, and the substantial 
flooding that appears to take place regularly at the site, organic remains may easily have 
corroded and vanished from the record. However, there is the puzzling presence of a 
partially intact small mammal jaw recovered between 30 and 65 cm from shovel test 4. If 
deposited due to burrowing, than it’s high state of preservation, including teeth preserved 
in-situ, may simply be attributed to the more recent nature of the remains. However, if the 
remains are from pre-contact times, then this would suggest that conditions for 
preservation of animal remains at the site is actually fairly good, and the absence of such 
Fig. 12 showing the distribution of ceramics across the site 
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remains would need an alternative explanation, associated with the nature of the site’s 
usage. 
 
Studying and Displaying Artifact Concentrations by Level 
 Three maps were created to show the variations in artifact concentrations over 
time, by mapping separate levels below the surface. This method hinges on the law of 
superposition, which states that in undisturbed contexts, material situated lower in the 
strata, or soil layers, was deposited prior to material situated higher up. So the deeper one 
excavates, the older the uncovered material is. Lithics and ceramics were combined to 
create the number of artifacts per level per shovel test. In order to map only comparable 
data, shovel tests one through five, fourteen, and twenty were completely omitted, though 
they had been previously displayed in the ‘concentration by type’ maps. These tests were 
omitted because of the irregular layer divisions they were excavated by, and thus they 
could not be fit into the categories which were relatively consistent across the rest of the 
shovel tests. With the non-uniform shovel tests removed, three distinct levels were viable 
for mapping. The remaining shovel tests were mostly excavated in 30 cm increments, 
creating the categories 0 to 30 cm, 30 to 60 cm, and 60 to 90+ cm10.  
The final irregularities to note are the shovel tests only included in one or two of 
the three maps. Shovel test 10 was only mapped for 0-30 cm, and shovel tests 14-17 were 
omitted from the 60-90+ cm map. These partial inclusions are due to the data only in part 
being comparable to the rest of the shovel tests.  
                                                 
10
 One shovel test went to 95 cm, and another went to 108 cm, thus the + is used to make the category 
inclusive of all otherwise synchronized shovel tests  
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The 0 to 30 cm map (Figure 13) shows the highest concentrations of artifacts in 
the south eastern corner of the grid. The lowest concentrations of artifacts are seen at the 
northern edge and the northwestern corner of the grid. The 30 to 60 cm map (Figure 14) 
has a reduced number of shovel tests mapped, due to a reduced number of tests being 
comparable at this level.  
 
Fig. 13 Showing the distribution of artifacts across the site at the 0-30 cm level. 
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The 30-60 cm map shows similar trends to the 0 to 30 cm map. The high concentration of 
artifacts in the south eastern portion of the grid is more pronounced at this level, with the 
lowest concentrations of artifacts still found along the northern and western edges of the 
grid. The 60 to 90+ map (Figure 15) is reduced even further in regards to number of 
comparable shovel tests. The data seem to show similar concentrations to the previous 
two depths, however, with the highest concentrations found in the south eastern portion 
of the grid. 
 
Fig. 14 Showing the distribution of artifacts across the site at the 30-60 cm level. 
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 The patterns which emerge when artifact concentrations are broken down by level 
seem to indicate that Spot Dike remained fairly focused throughout time, towards the 
south eastern portions of the grid. Shovel test 6 is consistently in the highest category for 
percentage of total artifacts recovered from that level, perhaps marking that point and its 
immediate vicinity as a focal point of the site. 
 
Fig. 15 Showing the distribution of artifacts across the site at the 60-90+ cm level. 
 Each map was normalized by percentage of the total, a process wherein the 
individual value of a shovel test is treated as a percentage of the total when all values are 
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added together. By normalizing the data in this way, the data from all three maps is 
comparable in terms of values. Whereas if the data were not normalized, a value of 50 on 
one map and a value of 19 on another map might seem quite disparate, even though they 
both may represent the same percentage of the total for their respective levels11.  
 There are several potential sources of error or bias in this analysis. Despite 
normalization, the fact remains that there are great differences in the quantities of 
materials recovered at each level. Just 29 artifacts were recovered from the 60 to 90+ cm 
level, as opposed to 110 artifacts and the 30 to 60 cm level, and 83 artifacts at the 0 to 30 
cm level. It should also be noted that the high concentration of artifacts within the south 
eastern corner of the grid, and lower concentration along the western edge of the grid, 
could potentially be influenced by ecological events. For example, the nearness of the 
western edge to the shore may have made that material more vulnerable to seasonal 
flooding and wash out. Still, these potential biases considered, by mapping the artifact 
quantities as they stand a clear, general impression of the arrangement of the site has 
emerged. The highest concentration of activity is situated with the south eastern portion 
of the studied area. 
  
                                                 
11
 This is a hypothetical example and the values do not correspond to any data used for this project  
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V. Discussion and Conclusion 
 The evidence provided by the spatial presentations of Spot Dike J’s recovered 
material culture, coupled with research into the region’s prehistory, leads to several 
conclusions regarding the nature of the Spot Dike J’s usage. First, it is clear the Spot Dike 
J represents a location returned to repeatedly by a group or groups, and that this cycle of 
visitation occurred over a somewhat lengthy expanse of time. Second, the evidence leans 
towards Spot Dike J representing a location which was only temporarily inhabited, 
through the year. Finally, the evidence also leans towards Spot Dike J representing a 
location which existed as a satellite site to another, larger habitation site. 
 
Evidence for Being a Site of Repeated use 
 The first conclusion reached as a result of the research conducted is based on 
fairly concise reasoning; because of the wide range of depths artifacts have been 
recovered from, 10 to 105 cm, it can be safely concluded that the site was used repeatedly 
over an extended period of time. Diagnostic pottery sherds show this period of time to 
cover multiple traditions. The Sorg Banded Dentate sherd recovered between 30 and 65 
cm below datum (shown in Figure 6, Page 37), can be firmly connected to the Middle 
Woodland tradition, whereas the presence of shell tempered pottery in higher layers is 
indicative of a post-Late Woodland occupation. The concentration found roughly 
between 10-40 cm might indicate a particularly intensive era of occupation, where the 
site saw more activity than it did before or afterwards. The ceramic artifacts recovered 
from these levels seem to correspond with the Late Middle Woodland and the Late 
Woodland (roughly 400-1000 AD), with the Late Woodland associated Madison ware 
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being most prominently represented, though Middle Woodland Havana ware is also 
present (Havana rim sherd shown in Figure 7, page 37). 
 In addition to the many consecutive levels with artifacts present, the sheer number 
of artifacts is something to consider when deciding between a long-term or a short-term 
site. With just under 1,500 artifacts12, ranging from tiny stone flakes, to completed tools 
and rim sherds, Spot Dike J has a great abundance of material for so small a site. When 
one also takes into consideration the fact that only a small portion of the entire site has 
actually been excavated, it is not hard to imagine well over 10,000 artifacts could be 
deposited at this location. If the vast majority of these are lithic flakes, then one must 
consider the amount of work which would go into creating so many flakes. How many 
cores worked and tools made would it take, to reach such a volume? With so much 
evidence for work concentrated in so small a space, it’s logical to conclude that this work 
took place over a significant stretch of time. 
 It is necessary to note, of course, the concerns which arise when one relies too 
heavily on inferences drawn from stratigraphy at this site, and first and foremost is the 
issue of flooding. The climate and environment of the region has been similar for about 
the past four thousand years [Theler and Boszhardt 2003]. As such, Spot Dike J’s 
location at the edge of a backwater portion of the Mississippi River means it has likely 
been subject to regular, seasonal flooding all throughout its several centuries of human 
occupation. It is difficult to determine exactly how the water’s edge may have shifted 
since the first human occupation of Spot Dike J. 
 These potential issues having been considered, the effects of flooding and 
migrating banks at Spot Dike J do not at this time seem to have substantially affected the 
                                                 
12
 this total does not include FCR 
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reliability of the stratigraphy. The standing water level of the present day would be the 
highest it has been since the prehistoric occupation of the site, and bank migration is 
offset by the fact the Spot Dike J juts into a backwater lake of the Mississippi River, as 
opposed to directly into the main channel. These elements come together to lend credence 
to the idea of relying on the stratigraphy of Spot Dike J for making inferences about the 
site’s usage. 
 
Evidence for the Site Being a Temporary Site/Campsite 
 Lifeways for Middle Woodland peoples versus Late Woodland peoples, when the 
traditions are looked at as a whole, changed from more mobile to more sedentary 
[Arzigian 2008]. Considering that Middle and Late Woodland materials have been 
recovered at Spot Dike J, as well as late pre-contact materials, it seems very possible that 
the usage of the site may have changed substantially throughout time, with evidence for 
decreased mobility later on in the record. However, while ceramic wares change to 
indicate the passage of time, the artifactual record shows major absences of certain 
materials throughout its entirety at Spot Dike J. 
 Assuming the artifacts recovered from Spot Dike J are representative of the daily 
activities which took place there, the absences point towards the site being closely 
connected to and supported by another site in the area. A single anvil stone was 
recovered, with a relatively low amount of pounding wear (Figure 16), along with a large 
number of small ceramic sherds. Together, this is the sum total of clear evidence for food 
preparation or storage at Spot Dike J. Even if one takes in to account that many materials 
utilized by the Woodland people would have degraded and vanished over the years, non-
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degrading artifacts are still completely absent, such as projectile points for hunting. While 
the site appears to be quite small in size, and probably would not have hosted a large 
number of individuals, it is still true that human beings must eat almost every day, at the 
very least. With this fact in mind, the dearth of food related artifacts is puzzling.  
 
 The absence of animal remains has already been discussed, however the complete 
lack of projectile points is not quite so easy to explain. Any attempt would be, at this 
point, highly speculative, though flawed collection methods can likely be ruled out as a 
source of error, considering the meticulous collection and identification of lithic waste 
flakes recovered from the site. The proximity to lacustrine and riverine environments, 
supports an interpretation that the site may have been used for some kind of fishing, 
 
Fig. 16, Anvil Stone/Metate Scale in cm. 
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perhaps using materials which have since degraded. The lack of fishbones to support this 
may, again, be due to preservation, or perhaps the collection methods employed were 
unable to separate and identify the tiny bones, considering that fine mesh and flotation 
often need to be employed, and CRM work rarely has the time and resources for such 
methods. As was mentioned before, though, this is all purely speculative at this time. 
 Another absence that is acutely felt at Spot Dike J is the lack of burial mounds. 
The Middle and Late Woodland times were prolific for mound construction, and many 
sites are dated to these traditions mainly by the presence of mounds of certain shapes and 
styles. Yet this is not the case for Spot Dike J. It is conceivable that if Spot Dike J were 
inhabited only part of the year, or used only as a campsite, then the burial mounds of the 
people using the site would have been established elsewhere, perhaps where the groups 
were living more permanently. Many, many mounds exist in the Red Wing Locality 
which can be associated with larger village sites. Spot Dike J must have been part of a 
larger system, and its inhabitants had access to mounds elsewhere. 
 Hearth features are also absent from the site as far as the excavations are 
concerned. However, the large amounts of fire-cracked rock would suggest that this 
absence may be less due to the nature of the site, and more due to the nature of the testing 
conducted there. It is very probable that the excavators simply had the misfortune of not 
hitting a site feature of this type. As such, the lack of hearth features is not amongst the 
strongest evidence for Spot Dike J being a temporary site, or campsite. 
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Spot Dike J as an Associated Site 
 With the general movement towards larger, year round occupation sites seen in 
the Late Woodland tradition and on into Late Pre-Contact times, Spot Dike J’s size and 
limited array of artifacts would seem to indicate that the people who used the site were 
associated with another, larger settlement somewhere. As discussed in chapter III, the 
Red Wing Locality is teeming with larger village sites and hamlets. Many of these are 
considered to have reached their heydays later than Spot Dike J did, however many of 
them also contain evidence for earlier occupations as well (Mero Site Complex, 
Silvernale, etc.). Perhaps it was one of these larger villages that the people of Spot Dike J 
associated with. There are also the Trempealeau, La Crosse, and Spring Lake localities to 
consider, further away from Spot Dike J but still within traveling distance. The Sorg site 
in Spring Lake is an example of a possible association.  Much of the pottery described 
from the site has cordwrapped paddle marks on the exterior and a smooth interior , the 
same as much of Spot Dike J’s Pottery[Johnson 1959]. In addition, Sorg Banded Dentate 
pottery decoration was first identified at this site. It is not nearly enough to prove 
association, but it does hint tantalizingly at the possibilities. 
 Ultimately, not enough is yet known about Spot Dike J to say for sure what site it 
was associated with, or if it even was a single site. Perhaps individuals from multiple 
sites would come to the spot. It’s entirely unknown at the point. Though with further 
excavation and research, it might be possible to speak to Spot Dike J’s associations with 
more certainty in the future. 
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Limitations 
Many of the limitations this project has faced have been touched on briefly throughout 
the body of the paper. The biggest limitation, and one which is found in almost any 
excavation conducted under the auspices of CRM, is the constrained nature of CRM 
archaeology. Time, resources, and intent get in the way of gathering all possible data. 
 Another small limitation was the lack of biofacts large enough to test or identify, 
and a lack of access to equipment which could test such items. The relative lack of 
biofacts is informative in its own right, though, so again this limitation was quite small. 
 
Recommendations for Further Study 
 The story of Spot Dike J is far from fully told. The excavations already conducted 
were done with a survey and conservation frame of mind. Survey potential sites in the 
way of construction, and conserve what is found for future researchers. It is a tremendous 
boon that construction happened to go through Spot Dike J, as it revealed the site’s 
existence and got the ball rolling on research into its character. However, the constraints 
placed on CRM inherently means that the amount of information recovered from any site 
studied under its auspices is limited. Some major questions regarding Spot Dike J remain 
unanswered. Questions as to the nature of Spot Dike J and the role it played in the region 
over time. If the opportunity and funding for further research at the location were to arise, 
several efforts stand out as having the potential to be particularly useful for unlocking 
some of the more elusive answers. 
 First, more shovel testing along established gridlines would help tremendously in 
establishing the limits of the site. At this time, it is perceived to be quite small, but the 
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fact of the matter is that only the probable northerly perimeter has been identified by 
sterile shovel tests. Once the true size of the utilized area is uncovered, a more concrete 
answer can be given to what type of use Spot Dike J saw. 
 Secondly, putting in more excavation units in expected areas of high density 
would result in a larger body of artifacts, and possibly in more diagnostic pieces in terms 
of ceramic wares or stone tool types. Units adjacent to excavation unit 1 may yield more 
obsidian fragments, providing a larger amount of testable material for determining its 
origin. A unit going in near to shovel test 17 could be beneficial as well. Despite the 
relatively low artifact concentrations identified in the surrounding shovel tests, 17 
consistently showed higher amounts of material in the maps showing artifact distribution 
by level. Units could also be established within the south eastern corner, between shovel 
tests 13, 18, and 12, where the 0 to 30 cm level, and 30 to 60 cm level maps showed high 
amounts of material once again. 
 By placing excavation units in these areas of expected high density of material, 
beyond simply expanding the number of artifacts available for analysis, the odds of 
locating potential features on the site, such as hearths, are raised. At this point no features 
have been clearly identified, and this thwarts efforts at identification. 
 Finally, more can be done to study the currently excavated artifacts than time and 
resources permitted for this project. Mass analysis of lithic debitage, for example, could 
be potentially quite informative. Additional maps may assist with analysis and 
interpretation as well, breaking down lithics by raw material for example, or ceramics by 
temper, and seeing how they distribute across the site. These actions, while time 
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consuming, would require very little investment of other resources, and would thus be a 
good place to start. 
 
Concluding Thoughts 
 The original classification or Spot Dike J as a village/campsite is probably 
accurate, though this is in part due to the broad nature of the classification 
‘village/campsite’. Spot Dike J is not a village. However, it may have functioned as a 
campsite. Taken at face value, the lack of evidence for food extraction and production 
might indicate some kind of day camp. However, if one considers the possibility that 
animal remains and other organic evidence for food has been lost or was not recovered, 
then an overnight campsite becomes a plausible classification. The presence of obsidian 
at the site, as well as other exotic materials such as Knife River flint and Red 
Pipestone/catlinite, indicates some kind of connection to trade routes and exchange 
networks. While the boundaries of Spot Dike J are not fully known at this time, it does 
appear that the site is relatively small, making a direct connection with major trade routes 
seem unlikely. However, the inhabitants of Spot Dike J were likely associated with 
another, larger site, which may have provided the connection.  
 Much more can still be learned from the site. It is still intact beneath a sand cap 
laid down by the USACE, available for further investigations. Hopefully in the near 
future, archaeologists will return and continue to probe into the site’s history.  
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Appendix A: Glossary of Terms 
 
Arbitrary Layer: An excavation method, where a fixed thickness for each layer is 
predetermined. It is in contrast to the stratigraphic layer excavation method, were 
each layer’s thickness is dictated by changes in the soil, and every discrete soil 
matrix is a layer. 
 
ArcGIS: GIS mapping software 
 
Biofacts: An aspect of the prehistoric natural environment informative for archaeologists,  
but not explicitly modified and/or utilized by humans. 
 
Cahokia: An ancient mound city, occupied around 700 - 1400 AD, located across the 
 Mississippi River from St. Louis, Missouri. Associated with the Mississippian  
culture. 
 
Clovis: The earliest documented culture in North America 
 
CRM: Cultural Resource Management, a term given to archaeological work carried out  
in advance of some kind of destructive force, with the mindset of protection and 
preservation. 
 
Datum: The point from which all data at an archaeological site is measured, including  
features, excavation units, shovel tests, etc. Datum is a fixed, permanent point at a 
site, enabling future researchers to locate precisely the locations of prior work. 
 
Debitage: The flakes and chunks of stone discarded in the process of creating stone tools. 
 
Driftless Area: A region located in western Wisconsin, southeastern Minnesota,  
northeastern Iowa, and the very northwestern tip of Illinois, which was never 
covered by glaciers and is lacking the glacial till of he surrounding regions. It has 
a more rugged and varied topography, and exposed rocks dating back all the way 
to the Precambrian era. 
 
Eastern Archaic: A cultural tradition in Wisconsin, preceded by the Paleo-Indian  
tradition and followed by the Woodland. Spanned from approximately 5000 BC 
to 600 BC, and overlapped the Paleo-Indian tradition at its start. 
 
Effigy Mounds: Earthen mounds constructed in specific shapes, such as turtles and birds 
 
Excavation Units: Usually a square pit, the smallest being 1 meter by 1 meter.  
Excavation is  done by layer, using either arbitrary intervals or stratigraphic 
intervals. 
 
FCR: Fire Cracked Rock, or rock which has been intentionally heated, and through that  
process split or deformed. 
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Folsom: Among the earliest identified cultures in North America its beginnings  
overlapped with the end of the Clovis, and is thought to be derived from Clovis 
culture. 
 
GIS: Geographic Information Systems, a means of processing spatial data 
 
GPS: Global Positioning System, a network of satellites from which a precise location on  
Earth can be found, by measuring the distance between satellites and that location. 
 
Havana Ware: A grit tempered pottery type, associated with the middle Woodland 
 
Havana Hopewell: A culture located in central Illinois. The brief manifestation of the  
Hopewell culture in the Upper Mississippi River Valley originated with the 
Havana Hopewell culture. 
 
Hopewell Interaction Sphere: A proposed network of interaction and exchange which  
brought materials to Hopewell sites from across the United States. 
 
Line Data: A form of GPS data, where a line is recorded. 
 
Linn Ware: Pottery type considered diagnostic of the Late Middle Woodland (roughly 
 200-500 AD) [ Gibbon 2012b] 
 
Madison Ware: Thin walled, grit tempered pottery from the Late Woodland (roughly 
 700-1000 AD) [Gibbon 2012b] 
 
Mississippian: A cultural tradition which existed to the south of Wisconsin, and was  
concurrent with the end of the Woodland and the Oneota traditions. This is the 
cultural tradition which constructed Cahokia. 
 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA): Requires that any federally  
owned or funded construction projects survey the impact area for cultural material 
which may be of interest to the National Historic Preservation Office, prior to 
beginning work. This act fuels much of the CRM work done in the United States. 
 
Old Copper Complex: An archaic culture, defined by the extensive use of raw, local  
copper to form tools and other objects. 
 
Oneota: A cultural tradition identified in Wisconsin, following the Woodland and  
preceding the  historic tribes. Spanned roughly from 1200 AD to the arrival of 
Europeans on the continent. 
 
Oolitic: When a rock contains small, spherical grains formed of concentric layers (ooids),  
it is oolitic 
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Paleo-Indian: The earliest cultural tradition identified in Wisconsin, spanned from  
~14,300 BC to 5000 BC. 
 
Phase I: “A resource identification step that uses field reconnaissance and intensive  
survey in addition to historic documentation to examine the project area” 
[Neumann, Sanford and Harry 2010: 2] 
 
Pipestone (Catlinite): A red, fine grained stone, found prehistorically in Pipestone, MN  
and at  the Pipestone River in Ontario, Canada. The name Pipestone refers to the 
long standing tradition among some Native American groups, of carving this 
stone into sacred pipes. 
 
Pleistocene: A geological epoch, dated from approximately 2,588 million years ago, to  
11,700 years ago. Megafauna such as mammoths and giant sloths were alive at 
this time. 
 
Point Data: A form of GPS data, where a single point is recorded. 
 
Polygon Data: A form of GPS data, where an area is recorded 
 
Precambrian: A geological term, referring to the expanse of time from the formation of  
the Earth more than 4.5 billion years ago, and the beginning of the Cambrian era 
541 million years ago. 
 
Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960: A predecessor of the NHPA, required that any cultural  
resources which would be affected by reservoir construction and/or management 
be fully excavated prior to work being done, and properly housed afterwards. 
 
Satellite Site: A site unconnected to but directly associated with another, more dominant  
site 
 
Sorg: a grit tempered pottery type, related to Havana ware and dating roughly to 100- 
300 AD [“Sorg” 2010] 
 
Sorg Banded Dentate: A type of Sorg ware pottery, where bands of dentate markings  
are seperated by single trailed lines 
 
Sherds: Broken pieces of pottery 
 
Shovel Tests: Usually small circular tests pits, where the soil is dug with a shovel and  
screened. Used to test a site for cultural material in a minimally destructive 
manner. 
 
Tabular Data: Databased information attached to features on a map. Can be qualitative  
and/or quantitative. 
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Temper: A material mixed in with the clay body of a ceramic sherd. 
 
Ware: Pottery type, determined by decoration, clay body, temper, shape, size, wall  
thickness, etc. 
 
Woodland: A cultural tradition identified in Wisconsin, Preceded by the Eastern Archaic  
and followed by the Oneota. It is broken down into three components. The Early 
Woodland (approx. 600 BC - 100 AD), the Middle Woodland (approx. 100 AD - 
600 AD), and the Late Woodland (approx. 600 AD - 1000 AD). 
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Appendix B: Database of Artifacts and Materials 
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Appendix C: Obsidian SEM Spectrums 
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Appendix D: Original Site Inventory Form for Site 47PI559 
 
Wisconsin Archeological Site Inventory Form 
 
CODE #                   COUNTY: Pierce 
 
SITE NAME (limit 25 characters)      
 
FIELD NUMBER(S): 115-1  OTHER NAME:  NW Access Road Site    
 Locational Information  (See Appendix B) 
 
CIVIL TOWN(S)  Diamond Bluff 
 
TOWN #  25   North     RANGE #  18  West   SECTION #  19  
QUARTER-SECTIONS (at least 3)   E1/2,  SW, NW 
 
QUARTER-SECTION GRID ALIGNMENT (edge and corner): east edge; se corner  
OTHER LEGAL DESCRIPTION: French or Government Lot#       
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
| ADDITIONAL TRS DATA: | 
| | 
| TOWN #       North     RANGE #          E  or  W      SECTION #       | 
| | 
| QUARTER-SECTIONS (at least 3)       | 
| | 
  QUARTER-SECTION GRID ALIGNMENT (edge and corner)      | 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
UTM COORDINATES: (110)Zone  15  (112) Easting   532091 (114) Northing  4942435  
(See Appendix C) 
 Method:  Interpolated from USGS QUAD:          GPS  Field  X  
  
USGS 7.5’ QUADRANGLE MAP NAME   Diamond Bluff East  
 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION & RELATION TO LANDSCAPE FEATURES:  The site is on the toe slope 
of a middle terrace and on a low terrace above backwater channels of the Mississippi River and the 
Trimbelle River delta.  Site is bordered by a terrace scarp to the north and floodplain to the south.  The site 
is located along the lower portion of an access road.     
 
SITE/FEATURE DESCRIPTION: The site consists of Late and Middle Woodland habitation materials 
including lithic debris, ceramic sherds, fire-cracked rocks, and a few faunal fragments.  Site activities are 
inferred to include lithic reduction (primarily Prairie du Chien Chert), cooking activities, and animal 
processing.  Exotic lithic materials include obsidian and Knife River Flint.  Shovel testing was conducted in 
10-meter intervals and a 1x2 meter excavation unit was dug.  The site area is wooded with low surface 
visibility. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______ 
SITE TYPE(S):  (Check all that apply. See Appendix D) 
 Cabin/homestead HCM concentration  Rock art  
 Cache/pit/hearth  Ice House   Rock feature/petroform 
 X  Campsite/village  Isolated find   School 
 Cave/rockshelter  Kiln    Shell midden 
 CCC/WPA site   Kill site/bone bed  Shipwreck 
 Cemetery/burials  X Lithic scatter   Sugar bush 
 Church   Logging camp  Trading/fur post 
 Corn hills/garden beds  Military site       Traditional Cultural  
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 Cultural Site   Mill/sawmill    Property 
 Dam/historic earthwork Mound(s)- conical  Transportation site 
 Dock/pier/crib  Mound(s)- effigy Tower 
 Enclosure/earthworks  Mound(s)- linear  Workshop site 
 Experimental   Mound(s)- other  Unknown 
 Farmstead   Paleontological Other:       
 Fish weir/trap   Quarry/mine 
 Foundation/depression  Redeposited artifacts  
**************************************************************************************
**** 
For SHSW office use:HP-00-000 (rev. 12/16/2002) 
CHK'D GIS  GIS CHK’D  ENTER   ENTRY CHK'D  ASI#       
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CULTURE(S):(Check all that apply. See Appendix D in manual. Using certainty of affiliation: 1= 
definite, 2= probable, 3= possible) 
      Paleo-Indian        Woodland         Upper Miss./Oneota 
      Early Paleo-Indian        Initial Woodland        Late Pre-contact 
      Late Paleo-Indian        Early Woodland        Post-Contact American Indian 
      Archaic     1   Middle Woodland        Euro-American 
      Early Archaic    1   Late Woodland        Unknown / Indeterminate 
      Middle Archaic        Terminal Woodland       Unknown post—contact 
      Late Archaic        Middle Miss.             Unknown pre—contact 
Other:      
 
INVESTIGATION TYPE(S) COMPLETED: (Check all that apply.) 
 Avocational Survey    Major excavation   Post hole digger 
 Chance Encounter    Mechanical Stripping   Records/Background 
 Controlled Surface Collection  Monitoring      Records (pred. model) 
 Faunal Analysis   Osteological analysis    Remote Sensing 
 Floral Analysis  X   Phase I     Soil core 
 Geomorphology   Phase II    Surface Survey (int) 
 Historical Research  X   Phase II-corridor only   Shovel Testing/Probing (Int) 
 Interview/informant   Phase III   X   Test excavation 
 Land Use History   Phase III-corridor only   Traditional Knowledge  
 Vandalism   X   Walk Over (Reconn.)   Unknown 
Other       
 
PHASE/TRIBE/ETHNIC GROUP(S): (Enter all that apply. Please check Appendix F.) 
      
 
Site recorded For - 
X   Compliance    SHSW#        Agency Number       
 State, Non-Compliance   SHSW#       
 State Regional Program, Region        Year       SHSW#       
 Survey & Planning #       SHSW #       
 THPO SHSW#       Burial Sites Regional Program   SHSW#       
 Avocational  SHSW#      ISTEA/TEA 21:          SHSW#       
 SMART GROWTH:   SHSW#         Other        SHSW#       
 
Environmental Information 
Natural Divisions:  6b   ELEVATION (Feet above sea level)  680  
(See Appendix G.) 
 
DRAINAGE SYSTEM: Black R. Rock R. Illinois R. Fox R. (South) 
(Check One)  Chippewa R. St. Croix R. L. Michigan Fox R. (North) 
(See Appendix H) Green Bay Wisconsin R. L. Superior  X  Mississippi R. 
 
DRAINAGE--TRIBUTARY OR SMALL LAKE Trimbelle River   
NEAREST WATER SOURCE NAME:  Mississippi River backwater channel   
 
NEAREST WATER TYPE(S): X  Perennial steam/river Lake/pond    Marsh 
(Check one)  Intermittent stream  Floodplain lake/oxbow Spring 
     Artificial      Relict/extinct 
 
SOIL(S):  Chaseburg silt loam  
 
ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL DATA      
 
SITE DIMENSIONS:  80 x 50   meters 
  or 
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SITE AREA:          acres OR  hectares (check one) 
 
or        NOT DETERMINED 
 
 
MODERN LAND USE (AT LAST UPDATE):  (Check one or two.) 
 Cultivation    Marked cemetery  Pasture/grassland 
X   Forest    Recreational  Residential 
 Industrial/commercial    Submerged 
 Transportation corridor  Name/Number:       
 Energy corridor  Name:       
 Impoundment Name:       
Other:                           Unknown 
 
DEGREE OF DISTURBANCE (AT LAST UPDATE):  (Check one.) 
X  Minimal(0-25%)     Moderate(25-50%)  Heavy(50-75%)  Completely destroyed  Unknown 
 
THREATS TO SITE: (Prioritize; 1, 2, ,3) 
Development:        residential, urban         residential, rural 
          Industrial/commercial urban      Industrial/commercial rural 
          energy corridor    Name:        
          impoundment       Name:       
      1   transportation corridor        Name:  Lock and Dam 3 NW Access Road     
Resource Use:       logging       mining       quarrying     agricultural   X  recreational 
Vandalism:          looting         defacing        collecting 
Natural:           erosion   2    bioturbation   __3__  Other:  existing access road     
 
Artifact / Archival Information    
 
ARTIFACT/RECORDS REPOSITORY (See Appendix I.): MVAC  
 
MATERIAL CLASS(ES):  (Check all that apply.) 
X   Aboriginal ceramics     Ground/pecked stone 
 Euro-American ceramics    Historic building material 
X   Faunal remains      Houses/Structures 
 Features       Human bone 
X   Fire-altered rock     Metal 
 Floral remains     X  Other chipped stone 
 Glass       Projectile points 
 Other:            Standing Structures 
 
MATERIAL TYPE(S)  Lithics include Prairie du Chien Chert, Knife River Flint, and obsidian.  Ceramics 
include untyped Late Woodland ware, Sorg Middle Woodland ware, and untyped Middle Woodland ware.    
 
DATES:       
 
DATING METHOD(S): X  Artifact style/cross-dating  X  Site type 
 Informant/Oral History  Traditional Knowledge  
 Thermoluminescence     DATE:        Other:        
 Historic records 
 Radiocarbon  DATE:       
 
Investigator/Reporter Information: 
 
NAME OF INVESTIGATOR(S)   AFFILIATION((See Appendix I.) DATE(S) OF 
INVESTIGATION 
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 Frank Florin      Florin Cultural Resource Services       
12/2/03 - 12/09/03  
 Brad Perkl           U.S. Army Corps of Engineers            
 
NAME OF SITE REPORTER  Frank Florin   AFFILIATION (See Appendix I.)  Florin 
Cultural Resource Services    
DATE SITE REPORTED 12/15/03     
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES Florin, F. 2003. Phase I Cultural Resources Investigation of the 
Truttmann Dredged Material Placement Site in Pierce County, Wisconsin. Florin Cultural Resource 
Services, Boyceville, Wisconsin. FCRS Reports of Investigation #32. Submitted to the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, St. Paul District, Contract # DACW37-03-T-0002.  
Investigator’s Recommendation- Check all that apply. 
 No recommendation offered   No Additional Investigation 
 Additional Background Search   Redesign-avoid 
 Phase I / Field Verify    Catalogue as burial site 
 Phase II     Protect During Construction 
 Phase II-corridor only    Preserve in place 
 Phase III     Covenant 
X   Phase III-corridor only    Floral Analysis 
 Faunal Analysis    Osteological analysis  
 Remote Sensing    Geomorphology 
 Historical research    Monitor 
 Complete NRHP Nomination   Oral History/Informant 
 Traditional Knowledge    Unknown 
 Other:       
 
Comments:        
 
Ownership Information: 
OWNERSHIP TYPE: (Check all that apply) Public-Federal Public-State Public-Local X  Private  Indian 
Lands-Trust Indian Lands-Allotted  Unknown 
 
OWNER'S NAME(S) Richard Truttmann  
OWNER'S ADDRESS(ES) W8948 Hwy 35 Hagar City, WI 54014 
YEAR OWNERSHIP DETERMINED  2003  
 
National Register (NRHP) and State Register (SRHP) STATUS. 
X Not Evaluated Determined Eligible – in DOE process   Date:       
Determined Eligible – in nomination process    Date:       
 Boundary Change   Boundary Decreased   Boundary Increased    Date:       
District (Name):       Multiple Property:       
Traditional Cultural Property:        Date:       
 
Wisconsin ASI Continuation Sheet 
 
Please use this space for other sections of the form, or for any additional notes or 
comments.      
 
